INTERIOR DESIGN OF TA’MIRIYAH PLAYGROUP AND KINDERGARTEN WITH CHEERFUL THEMES AND ISLAMIC NUANCE TO IMPROVE THE POTENTIAL OF EARLY CHILDHOOD
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ABSTRACT

Early childhood is a time of growth and development of children which is very important. At that period, largely determine the quality of health, intelligence, and human emotional maturity at a later stage. With an increasing number of institutions of Early Childhood Education that exist, parents are expected to help the child to discover the potential that exists in them by giving them early education. Thus the Early Childhood Education is very important, especially school that parents much needed to send their children so that children can learn with different ambience.

Preschool and kindergarten of Ta’miriyah is a leading Islamic educational institution which is located in the north of the city of Surabaya. Using Islam as the foundation of education makes the Institution of Ta’miriyah superior to regular school. With cheerful themes and a touch of Islamic is expected to have the purpose of creating interior design which gives different atmosphere a place of education and play.

The interior design that uses the theme of this cheerful and Islamic nuance, could be one solution to the problems of Early Childhood Education institutions, especially Ta'miriyah’s
preschool and kindergarten that requires identity and progress of the facility as one of the leading Islamic schools in the city of Surabaya. Through design approach, designed a school and its interior with a modern aesthetic elements and still related with Islamic nuance, so that the school can support the identity of the institution of Ta’miriyah itself.
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